Do you struggle over how to calmly resolve difficult employee issues?
Feel vulnerable to complaints that arise from terminations?
Worry you haven’t fully protected your practice from liability?

Advanced Medical HR Management Strategies
and Litigation Avoidance Techniques
Medical and dental practice owners and their managers often struggle knowing how
to resolve difficult employee issues or how to respond in emotionally charged
situations. They feel vulnerable to frivolous (and legitimate) complaints that arise
from terminations. They worry that they haven’t protected their practice from
liability. But there’s no need. Hundreds of medical practice owners and managers
across the country have benefited from Paul Edwards’ employee issue resolution and
lawsuit prevention programs, and you can, too!
Paul brings refreshing realism and proven HR and practice management methods to
every presentation, with an emphasis on litigation avoidance by utilizing the policies
in your employee handbook, staying in compliance with all state and federal employment laws, and advanced
management techniques. Learn how to find, hire and keep the best employees for your practice, strategies for resolving
difficult employee issues in the office, and how to terminate an employee without fear and with dignity.
There is a way to practice medicine, protect your practice, and find and retain great employees, with confidence and
without stress! Learn “how” at your next meeting!

Call today to book Paul Edwards for your next event!

602-476-1418

PRESENTATION TOPICS:
 How to Solve Any Problems with Any Employee: A Guide for
Practice Owners/Office Managers
 The Devil’s in the Details: How the Little Things Can Help You…
or COST You!
 Finding, Interviewing, Hiring & Keeping Great Employees:
Advanced Hiring Techniques for Practice Owners/Office Managers


Firing without Fear of Consequences: The Hidden Costs of Firing

 2014 & 2015 Employment Law Update
 HR Intensive: Not for the Faint of Heart

www.CEDRsolutions.com

View Demo Video at
www.cedrsolutions.tv

info@cedrsolutions.com

How to Solve Any Problem with Any Employee
A Guide for Practice Owners/Office Managers

Feel confident, not panicked, when confronting employees
about attitude or performance issues.

From negative attitudes to chronic absenteeism, owners and managers
address countless employee issues and HR risks on a daily basis—in fact, it’s
amazing how many human problems fall under the one broad category of
Human Resources. This course will teach you the best HR techniques for
balancing the needs of your team and your practice while eliminating fear and
drama, leaving you with peace of mind.
In this dynamic problem-solving presentation by CEDR HR Solutions’ CEO Paul
Edwards, you’ll discover proven paths to resolve difficult issues with any
employee, scripts for smoothly and authoritatively responding to emotionally charged situations, and essential
tips for protecting your practice from liability. You’ll also learn the worst and most common errors employers
make that lead to liability and loss of control when dealing with employees, along with effective techniques for
addressing bad behavior and gaining control in almost any situation.
Hundreds of medical office owners and their managers across the
country have benefited from these techniques, and you will too.

Motivational & Result-Driven

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great confrontation techniques for the conflict-avoidant
How to take back control of your office from a “Bad Apple”
employee
Simple, straightforward methods for addressing bad behavior and
gaining control with any employee
How to fire without fear or drama when all efforts have failed
Why your employee handbook is (or should be) your best friend
when dealing with problem employees
How to transform your staff into an accountable, success-oriented
team

Suggested Program Length: 1 – 2 hours

Paul Edwards
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The Devil’s in the Details

How the Little Things Can Help… or COST You!

Learn how to identify and fix bad policies before they have a
chance to hurt you.
Every year, hundreds of employment laws are added or
changed at both the federal and state levels. As an
employer, you must be 100% compliant with all of these
laws 100% of the time to avoid penalties, fees, and being
vulnerable when you let someone go. But unless you're an
HR expert or an attorney, staying current and getting
everything right isn't just hard, it's impossible....
During this interactive and eye-opening HR training course,
Paul Edwards will unmask the most common employment
policy mistakes many medical practices inadvertently make. You will learn which policies you can't
afford to guess at or borrow from someone else, which you're missing and desperately need, and what
you must do to protect yourself and your practice.
Don't become a victim of your own policies and the "devilish"
details they hide!

Powerful & On-Target

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN:
•
•
•

•
•

How to identify the 10 deadliest policies many doctors believe
are OK, but are not
Why neither your payroll company nor accountant will protect
you from wage & hour mistakes
How to self-audit your HR practices and policies, and which are
the best steps to protect yourself if your policies are outdated
or illegal
Why documentation is your best defense
How to transform your office manual from your greatest
weakness to your greatest strength

Suggested Program Length: 1 – 2 hours

Paul Edwards
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Finding, Interviewing, Hiring & Keeping Great Employees
Advanced Hiring Techniques for Practice Owners/Office Managers
Make your next hire successful and avoid the legal danger zone.
Hiring is a critical task for every business manager, but it takes more than a gut feeling to
hire with consistent success. You need an arsenal of proven strategies for identifying the
right employee for the position and an intimate knowledge of state and federal laws,
including what you can ask during the interview, what you can require of the job
candidate, and what your respective rights are after employment begins.
Whether you are looking for your first employee or just looking to hire better, this
course will provide all the tools you need to find, hire and keep the best employees for
your practice, giving you an instant advantage over your competitors.
Hiring stronger is the best way to fast-track
your practice and management goals!

Inspiring & Unique

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secrets to attracting the right candidates through powerful job
descriptions
The best way to screen out 95% of “undesirable” applicants
Which interview questions are legal, and advanced strategies to
identify and hire the best candidate
What and how to document during the interview process
Why working interviews lead to legal hot water, and what you
should do instead
What common pitfalls lead to hiring the wrong person—and how
to avoid them
Guidance on properly classifying hourly exempt vs. non-exempt
employees so you can avoid legal danger zones
The underappreciated role your employee handbook plays in the
hiring process

Suggested Program Length: 1 – 2 hours

www.CEDRsolutions.com

Paul Edwards
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Firing without Fear of Consequences
The Hidden Costs of Firing & Limiting Your Risk

Terminating an employee does not have to be scary if done right.
Terminations can be nerve-wracking, no matter how necessary – but hoping
you don’t get sued is not a management technique! Instead, you need to
know which situations require extra caution, for what reasons you can legally
terminate, and how to anticipate and limit your risks. This includes
understanding which state and federal laws apply in any given situation and
taking into account the hidden costs of terminations.
Join Paul Edwards and learn essential information and powerful tactics for
navigating terminations with assurance. Discover best practices for making
termination decisions, how to reduce your vulnerability to post-termination
complaints, and, when firing an employee is necessary, how to let them go
with dignity and without fear of adverse consequences.
Employer empowerment begins here – face necessary
terminations with confidence!

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The hidden costs of termination, and how to evaluate termination
decisions
Advanced HR techniques for addressing any issue with any
employee, and encouraging your team to self-correct and improve
Proven action plans for moving forward when you need to let
someone go
How to overcome fear of confrontation, and what to say in the
termination meeting so you can fire with dignity
How to avoid the most common termination mistakes
Results-driven techniques to hire smarter and keep only the best
employees on your team, eliminating costly future turnover
The critical role of your employee handbook in supporting legal
terminations

Suggested Program Length: 1 – 2 hours

Practical & Proven
Techniques

Paul Edwards
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2014-2015 Employment Law Update
New Law Landmines Employers Need to be Aware of
From Minimum Wage to Pregnancy Leave to Ban the Box –
What all employers must know in 2014 and 2015.
Every year, hundreds of employment laws and regulations are changed at both
the state and federal levels. As an employer, you must be compliant with all
the laws (federal AND state) that apply to you 100% of the time, or risk fines,
penalties, and devastating lawsuits.
In this information-intensive and revealing presentation, speaker Paul Edwards
will reveal the five new labor law “landmines” that employers must be aware
of in 2014 and 2015. These include Minimum Wage increases – which affects
everything from overtime to travel and seminar pay to charity work – to
Pregnancy Leave to Ban the Box trend.
In addition to covering the federal laws that affect all employers,
Mr. Edwards will discuss your specific state’s new laws in depth
and what you can expect.

Dynamic & Revealing

Avoid the landmines and start 2015 off on the right foot!

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN:





Identify the biggest changes to the employment law
landscape in 2014
Understand what current labor law trends are pointing at in
2015
Recognize the five common areas of employment law that
employers are getting wrong
How to avoid fines and penalties by updating your handbook
policies

Paul Edwards
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HR Intensive
Not for the Faint of Heart
Interactive, down-and-dirty discussion of
Human Resources and its role in your practice.
Constant blowups. Schedule turmoil. Resistance to change.
Tardiness. Unapproved Overtime. Human Resources is often the
least-enjoyed part of many doctors and office managers’ jobs,
and for good reason. Dealing with troublemakers and unhappy
employees can be tedious, frustrating, and exhausting. But HR
doesn’t have to be hardest part of your job – it can be the easiest
with the right tools!
In this down-and-dirty discussion, speaker Paul Edwards will
address the most common HR issues doctors and their managers
face, the best techniques to make your next hire the best, and
how you can transform office drama into harmony. In addition,
Mr. Edwards will cover the newest and upcoming federal laws
that affect all employers, including the Ban the Box trend and
Hobby Lobby.

Interactive & Revealing

This course is intended for experienced office managers and
doctors.

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN:







How to attract and hire the best person every time
Creating a Strategic Attraction Plan
10 best interview questions and techniques
Identifying the 7 goals of drama kings & queens
4 simple steps to deal with drama, and specific responses
to use for each drama type
2014-2015 employment law update

Paul Edwards
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Paul Edwards
Speaker – Author – Expert
Engaging
• Motivational •
Knowledgeable
High-energy
•
Entertaining
Medical and dental practice owners and managers often struggle to find
the right way to resolve difficult employee issues or respond to and
defuse emotionally charged situations. They feel vulnerable to frivolous
(and legitimate) complaints that arise from terminations. They worry that
they haven’t protected their practice from liability.
Hundreds of practice owners and managers across the country have
benefited from Paul Edwards’ employee issue resolution programs, and
you will, too!
Paul is the CEO and co-founder (with Douglass Lodmell) of CEDR HR
Solutions. CEDR was established in 2006 and has since become the premier
provider of customized employee handbooks and on-demand HR support
for dental and medical practices of all sizes and specialties across the
United States.
With over 20 years of experience as a manager and business owner, Paul is well-known throughout the medican
and dental community for his expertise in the HR issues that impact dental practice owners and managers. He
specializes in helping doctors successfully handle employee issues and safely navigate the complex and everchanging employment and labor law landscape.
Paul is a featured writer for The Profitable Dentist and Dental Economics magazines, a frequent contributor to
AADOM’s and UCAOA’s newsletters, and regularly speaks at seminars, conferences and CE courses across the
country, including UCAOA, Greater New York Dental Meeting, Whitehall Management, DOCS Education,
AADOM, Dental Town, Seattle Study Club, and Progressive Study Club.

“Paul is a wealth of knowledge. He is warm, engaging and interactive with the audience. From a meeting
planner's perspective, Paul is friendly, flexible and professional. Basically, a meeting planner's dream! I highly
recommend Paul Edwards as a speaker.”
- Heather Colicchio, Founder & President, AADOM
“No one ever sits passively through a Paul Edwards presentation! His interactive style and wonderful sense of
humor gave our members perspective to see the world through a new "HR" lens. The feedback we received was
outstanding and I cannot recommend Paul enough.”
- Laurie Sizemore, President & Owner, P.A.L.S. Study Club

602-476-1418
www.CEDRsolutions.com
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